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Bilateral vestibular schwannoma is the hallmark of NF2-related schwannomatosis, a rare tumour predisposition syndrome associated 
with a lifetime of surgical interventions, radiotherapy and off-label use of the anti-angiogenic drug bevacizumab. Unilateral vestibular 
schwannoma develops sporadically in non-NF2-related schwannomatosis patients for which there are no drug treatment options 
available. Tumour-infiltrating immune cells such as macrophages and T-cells correlate with increased vestibular schwannoma growth, 
which is suggested to be similar in sporadic and NF2-related schwannomatosis tumours. However, differences between NF2-related 
schwannomatosis and the more common sporadic disease include NF2-related schwannomatosis patients presenting an increased 
number of tumours, multiple tumour types and younger age at diagnosis. A comparison of the tumour microenvironment in sporadic 
and NF2-related schwannomatosis tumours is therefore required to underpin the development of immunotherapeutic targets, identify 
the possibility of extrapolating ex vivo data from sporadic vestibular schwannoma to NF2-related schwannomatosis and help inform 
clinical trial design with the feasibility of co-recruiting sporadic and NF2-related schwannomatosis patients. This study drew together 
bulk transcriptomic data from three published Affymetrix microarray datasets to compare the gene expression profiles of sporadic and 
NF2-related schwannomatosis vestibular schwannoma and subsequently deconvolved to predict the abundances of distinct tumour 
immune microenvironment populations. Data were validated using quantitative PCR and Hyperion imaging mass cytometry. 
Comparative bioinformatic analyses revealed close similarities in NF2-related schwannomatosis and sporadic vestibular schwannoma 
tumours across the three datasets. Significant inflammatory markers and signalling pathways were closely matched in NF2-related 
schwannomatosis and sporadic vestibular schwannoma, relating to the proliferation of macrophages, angiogenesis and inflammation. 
Bulk transcriptomic and imaging mass cytometry data identified macrophages as the most abundant immune population in vestibular 
schwannoma, comprising one-third of the cell mass in both NF2-related schwannomatosis and sporadic tumours. Importantly, there 
were no robust significant differences in signalling pathways, gene expression, cell type abundance or imaging mass cytometry staining 
between NF2-related schwannomatosis and sporadic vestibular schwannoma. These data indicate strong similarities in the tumour 
immune microenvironment of NF2-related schwannomatosis and sporadic vestibular schwannoma.
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Graphical Abstract

Introduction
In the rare tumour predisposition syndrome NF2-related 
schwannomatosis (NF2-SWN)—previously known as 
neurofibromatosis type 2—pathogenic variants in the 

tumour suppressor NF2 gene elicit the growth of bilateral 
vestibular schwannoma (VS). These neoplasms develop 
from Schwann cells that myelinate the eighth cranial nerve 
in the internal auditory meatus and cerebellopontine angle.1

In addition to NF2-SWN VS, mutations in NF2 are also 
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noted in 49–66% of the more common sporadic unilateral 
VS or up to 86% in 181 VS when loss of the NF2 locus on 
22q is included.2–5 Patients with VS, whether NF2-SWN or 
sporadic, present with sensorineural hearing loss, imbalance 
and tinnitus, which greatly reduce the quality of life. Surgical 
excision, radiotherapy and, for NF2-SWN patients only, 
treatment with the anti-angiogenesis drug bevacizumab are 
widely used,6,7 but all have limitations and risks; therefore, 
new options are needed. Given that NF2-SWN is a rare dis-
ease and sporadic tumours that need additional treatment 
options are also rare, it would be advantageous to find ap-
propriate treatment targets applicable to both groups for 
preclinical and clinical trial drug development.

As well as genetic and symptom similarities between 
NF2-SWN VS and sporadic VS, their histopathology is syn-
onymous with regions of cellular Antoni A, acellular Antoni 
B, scarring and whorls appearing equally in both, despite 
NF2-SWN VS tumours being multi-focal and more lobular 
in outward appearance than sporadic VS.8 Furthermore, 
the presence of a pathogenic variant in NF2 in sporadic tu-
mours appears not to affect bulk gene expression profiles 
of the affected sporadic VS compared with sporadic VS with-
out alterations in NF2.9 Additionally, as the location of 
NF2-SWN and sporadic VS in the internal auditory meatus 
and cerebellopontine angle is identical, these tumours har-
bour the same potential interaction with the body’s immune 
system.10 However, there are potential differences including 
the presence of multiple schwannoma, meningioma and 
ependymoma in NF2-SWN versus solitary tumours in spor-
adic disease. Additionally, the immune system in NF2-SWN 
is likely to be exposed to schwannoma at earlier age.11

Finally, with the exception of some mosaic cases, all the im-
mune cells of NF2-SWN patients will harbour a variant NF2 
allele.12 Inflammation is present in both sporadic and 
NF2-SWN VS with similar levels of tumour-associated 
leukocyte infiltration,8,13,14 and inflammation—specifically 
increased circulating chemokines and macrophage infiltra-
tion—correlates with increased sporadic VS growth.15–18

Along with macrophage niches, tumour-infiltrating lympho-
cytes such as T-cells and, to a much lesser extent, B cells are 
found within both sporadic and NF2-SWN VS.19,20 Both 
macrophages and T-cells within the tumour immune micro-
environment have garnered attention for their potentials as 
therapeutic targets in VS,10,21,22 but as yet, no studies have 
aimed to identify whether targeted immunotherapeutics 
would be equally efficacious in both sporadic and 
NF2-SWN VS, nor whether the more common sporadic VS 
samples could be used to assess therapeutics to treat 
NF2-SWN VS and vice versa.

The study presented here aimed to interrogate and com-
pare the immune compartments between NF2-SWN and 
sporadic VS to characterize similarities or differences in their 
tumour immune microenvironments. This study drew to-
gether bulk transcriptomic data from three published 
Affymetrix microarray datasets (GSE54934, GSE108524 
and GSE141801) to assess the broad gene expression profiles 
and functional signalling pathways of NF2-SWN VS 

compared to sporadic VS. Additionally, the bulk transcrip-
tomic data were deconvolved using a novel VS-specific signa-
ture matrix generated and validated in this study for 
CIBERSORTx.23,24 This was used to predict cell type abun-
dances within sporadic and NF2-SWN VS tumour microenvir-
onments. Marker expression was validated using quantitative 
PCR (qPCR). Additionally, this study was the first to imple-
ment high-dimensional imaging mass cytometry (IMC) to in-
vestigate the tumour microenvironment which reinforced the 
prominence of Schwann cells and macrophages in both spor-
adic and NF2-SWN, with comparable abundances observed 
in both tumour types.

Together, these IMC data with the bulk transcriptomic ex-
pression profiles, cell abundance deconvolution and qPCR 
highlight the strong similarities between the cell type abun-
dances of NF2-SWN and sporadic VS. Therefore, targeted 
immunotherapies may be equally effective in both sporadic 
and NF2-SWN VS and it would be reasonable to recruit 
both patent cohorts to future immune-targeted clinical trials.

Materials and methods
Affymetrix microarray data 
extraction and differential gene 
expression analyses
Publicly available Affymetrix microarray datasets 
GSE54934,9 GSE10852425 and GSE14180126 were down-
loaded from Gene Expression Omnibus. Clinical informa-
tion on patient samples in these datasets can be found in 
the Gene Expression Omnibus repositories and associated 
published studies for GSE54934,9 GSE10852425 and 
GSE141801.26 Samples with confirmed irradiation prior to 
resection were excluded for this study. Microarray data 
from all three datasets were pre-processed by performing 
Robust Multichip/multi-array Analysis (RMA) using the R 
Bioconductor package, ‘affycoretools’.27 Annotation of 
GSE54934, GSE108524 and GSE141801 was completed 
with the U219 array database ‘pd.hugene.1.0.st.v1’,28 the 
Human Transcriptome Array database ‘pd.hta.2.0’,29 and 
the U219 array database ‘pd.hg.u219’,30 respectively. All 
differential gene expression analysis was conducted using 
R package ‘limma’ with empirical Bayes.31 For GSE54934, 
differential gene expression analysis was conducted on three 
groups (control vestibular and eighth cranial nerve n = 2, 
sporadic VS n = 28 and NF2-SWN VS n = 3). For 
GSE108524, differential gene expression analysis was con-
ducted on three groups (control vestibular nerve n = 4, spor-
adic VS n = 10 and NF2-SWN VS n = 17). For GSE141801, 
differential gene expression analysis was conducted on three 
groups (control vestibular nerve n = 7, sporadic VS n = 45 
and NF2-SWN VS n = 13). Subsequently, principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) was performed on sporadic and 
NF2-SWN samples. Expression was averaged per gene to re-
duce probe set variation in cases where multiple probes were 
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present for each gene. Hierarchical clustering of relative 
mean gene expression for heatmap generation used one 
minus Pearson’s correlation.

Functional enrichment analysis
Lists of differentially expressed genes (DEG), their 
FDR-adjusted P-values and absolute fold changes enriched be-
tween nerve and sporadic VS or nerve and NF2-SWN VS with-
in each of the three datasets were uploaded into Ingenuity 
Pathway Analysis (IPA) (Qiagen). IPA’s ‘Core analysis’ func-
tion was used to retrieve significantly dysregulated canonical 
pathways according to the Ingenuity Pathway Knowledge Base.

Bulk gene expression deconvolution
To determine immune cell composition in VS, single-cell 
RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data from three sporadic VS 
samples from Xu et al. (2022) were obtained from the National 
Omics Data Encyclopaedia (https://www.biosino.org/node; acces-
sion code OEP001871). Clinical information on patient samples 
can be found in the associated published Xu et al. (2022) study.32

Data were processed using various R packages (v4.1).32 Briefly, 
Scuttle R package (v1.4.0) was used to compute per-cell and per- 
gene quality control metrics in each sample from the expression 
matrices. Median absolute deviation was implemented in the 
Scuttle R package for exact thresholds to identify and subsequent-
ly remove poor-quality cells before further processing. The log- 
normalized expression values of each sample were re-calculated 
using the batchelor R package (v1.10.0) to adjust for the system-
atic differences in coverage between them. Graph-based clustering 
of cells using the Louvain algorithm from the igraph R package 
(v1.3.0) with the bluster R package (v1.4.0) identified 18 non- 
doublet clusters. Known marker genes of various cell types such 
as Schwann cells, macrophages, fibroblasts, endothelial cells 
and other immune cells were used to manually annotate the clus-
ters into distinct cell types (Supplementary Table 1).

The human gene annotation was obtained from Ensembl 
(Homo_sapiens.GRCh38.98.gtf) to calculate the exonic 
gene lengths to normalize scRNA-seq raw counts into tran-
scripts per million (TPM) values. From the TPM 
scRNA-seq data, the ‘random’ python package randomly 
sampled 25% of the single cells that were used to generate 
a VS-specific signature matrix and gene expression profile 
(GEP) file with CIBERSORTx (https://cibersortx.stanford. 
edu/).23,24 The remaining 75% of the single cells were used 
to generate pseudo-bulk data by averaging known propor-
tions of single-cell TPM of the annotated clusters, e.g. 
25:75 Schwann cells:macrophages. These pseudo-bulk tis-
sues were used to validate the estimated proportions of cell 
types from the pseudo-bulk sample using the VS-specific 
signature matrix in the deconvolution algorithm 
CIBERSORTx as seen in Supplementary Fig. 1.33,34 The 
VS-specific signature matrix and GEP files generated in this 
study were made publicly available using FigShare.24 To 
run CIBERSORTx, batch correction was enabled in ‘bulk 
mode’ in absolute at 1000 permutations.

The annotated Affymetrix RMA gene expression data for 
datasets GSE54934, GSE108524 and GSE141801 in TPM 
were used to predict the estimated proportions of cell types 
from the bulk samples CIBERSORTx.33,34 The VS-specific 
signature matrix and GEP files were used with batch correc-
tion enabled in ‘bulk mode’ and then run in absolute at 1000 
permutations in CIBERSORTx.24

qPCR
Fresh tumour samples from 15 sporadic VS (7 male, 8 fe-
male) and 4 NF2-SWN VS (4 female) were collected under 
the Northern Care Alliance Research Collection (NCARC, 
REC reference 18/WA/0368) in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle 
medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Samples were washed 
in phosphate-buffered saline (Sigma-Aldrich) before being 
stored in RNA Protect (Qiagen) at −80°C. Tumour samples 
were homogenized, and RNA was extracted using the 
RNeasy Lipid Tissue Mini Kit (Qiagen). After RNA extrac-
tion, cDNA was synthesized using Superscript III Reverse 
Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher) according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Primer pairs were designed using 
Primer-BLAST and ordered from Invitrogen. Primer se-
quences used were as follows: TNF: forward 5′-TGCACTT 
TGGAGTGATCGGC-3′, reverse 5′-AGCTTGAGGGTTT 
GCTACAAC-3′; IL6: forward 5′-CATCCTCGACGGCAT 
CTCAG-3′, reverse 5′-CACCAGGCAAGTCTCCTCAT 
T-3′; IL18: forward 5′-AAGGAAATGAATCCTCCTGAT 
AACA-3′, reverse 5′-CCTGGGACACTTCTCTGAAAGA 
A-3′; NLRP3: forward 5′-TGCCCGTCTGGGTGAGA-3′, 
reverse 5′-CCGGTGCTCCTTGATGAGA-3′; IL1B: for-
ward 5′-ACGATGCACCTGTACGATCACT-3′, reverse 
5′-CACCAAGCTTTTTTGCTGTGAGT-3′; CASP1: for-
ward 5′-ATACCAAGAACTGCCCAAGTTTG-3′, reverse 
5′-GGCAGGCCTGGATGATGA-3′; CD163: forward 5′-A 
AAAAGCCACAACAGGTCGC-3′, reverse 5′-CTCTTGAG 
GAAACTGCAAGCC-3′; MRC1: forward 5′-TGCTACTG 
AACCCCCACAAC-3′, reverse 5′-ACCAGAGAGGAACC 
CATTCG-3′; CD68: forward 5′-CCTCAGCTTTGGATT 
CATGCAG-3′, reverse 5′-GAGAATGTCCACTGTGCTG 
CG-3′; GNB2L1: forward 5′-CTTCTGGAGGCAAGG 
ATGGC-3′, reverse 5′-CACACAGCCAGTAGCGGTT 
A-3′. Samples were run in triplicate using Power SYBR 
Green PCR master mix (Thermo Fisher) and 200 nM of 
each primer using a 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System 
(Applied Biosystems). For each primer set, the efficiency 
was >90% and a single product was seen during melt curve 
analysis. Relative expression levels were calculated using the 
2−ΔΔCt method normalizing to the expression of the house-
keeping gene GNB2L1.

Tissue staining for imaging mass 
cytometry
Nine sporadic VS samples (7 male, 2 female) and 13 
NF2-SWN VS samples (6 male, 7 female) were accessed 
through the NCARC (REC reference 18/WA/0368; IRAS 
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ID 145069) and Health Research Authority and Health and 
Care Research Wales (REC reference 20/NW/0015; IRA ID 
274046). All sporadic and NF2-SWN VS tumours used for 
imaging mass cytometry were naïve with no prior radiation 
or bevacizumab treatment. Samples were stored as formalin- 
fixed paraffin embedded blocks from which 5-µm VS tissue 
was cut and fixed onto individual standard slides for sporad-
ic samples, or 2-mm diameter cores from NF2-SWN to cre-
ate a tissue microarray as determined by histopathological 
features present (Antoni A, Antoni B, abnormal vasculature) 
by a neuropathologist. For deparaffinization, slides were 
submerged in xylene for 10 min followed by 1-min submer-
sion in xylene then ethanol at 100, 90, 70 and 50%, before 
being placed in ultrapure water for 5 min. After rehydration, 
slides were incubated at 96°C for 30 min in excess 
Tris-EDTA at pH 8.5. Slides were cooled to 70°C and 
washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 8 min. 
The tissues on the slides were outlined by a hydrophobic barrier 
pen, and then, 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS was 
added on the tissue for 45 min. Biotin block was applied for 
15 min followed by a streptavidin block for 15 min. All 
lanthanide-conjugated antibodies were diluted in PBS with 
0.5% bovine serum albumin as a master mix as shown in 
Supplementary Table 2. Antibodies had been validated with 
positive control tissue (secondary lymphoid organs for immune- 
targeted antibodies and lung tumour samples for neoplastic 
markers) and dilutions optimized with VS tissue. The antibody 
master mix was applied on the slides and incubated overnight at 
4°C in a hydration chamber. After overnight incubation, slides 
were washed with PBS for 8 min, repeated twice. Slides were 
then washed with 0.1% Triton-X100 in PBS for 8 min, repeated 
twice followed by one wash with PBS for 5 min. Iridium was di-
luted at 1:400 in PBS and added to the slides for 30 min at RT. 
After iridium staining, slides were washed with ultrapure water 
for 10 seconds and air dried for 20 min.

Imaging mass cytometry
Regions of interest (sporadic VS: 6 per case, each 1060 ×  
1060 µm, NF2-SWN VS: 3–8 per case, each 1000 ×  
1000 µm) for IMC imaging were identified on H&E-stained 
sections from each case and were selected by a neuropatholo-
gist. IMC images of tissue sections bound with metal- 
conjugated antibodies were acquired using a Hyperion imaging 
mass cytometer (Standard Biotools). In brief, the tissue was la-
ser ablated in a rastered pattern in a series of 1-µm2 pixels. The 
resulting plume of ablated tissue was then passed through a 
plasma source, ionizing it completely into its constituent atoms. 
Time-of-flight mass spectrometry then discriminated the signal 
for each of the metal-conjugated antibodies, and images for 
each antibody were reconstructed based off the metal abun-
dancy at each pixel. Staining was reviewed using MCD 
Viewer (Standard Biotools), with regions of interest with un-
successful staining excluded from further analysis. Images 
(.tiff) images were exported from MCD Viewer, and Fiji was 
used to visualize the staining of S100B, Iba1, smooth muscle ac-
tin (SMA), CD8a and von Willebrand Factor (vWF).

Cell segmentation
Single-cell information was extracted from the images pro-
duced by the Hyperion imaging mass cytometry system using 
a published protocol.35 In brief, stacks of TIFF images were 
constructed for each region of interest whereby individual 
channels corresponded to each lanthanide-conjugated anti-
body. Ilastik was then used to produce a pixel probability 
classifier that identified background, cytoplasmic and nu-
clear pixels.36 The resulting pixel probability maps were 
then converted into cell segmentation masks that identified 
the regions corresponding to individual cell boundaries. 
These cell segmentation masks were then applied to each 
of the antibody channels, generating single-cell expression 
data for each of the channels, along with the spatial context 
of where the cell was located in the region of interest.

Single-cell data quantification
Single-cell data was interrogated using a bespoke Python 
pipeline for analysing IMC data that uses the Scanpy ecosys-
tem.37 Initially, single-cell mean intensities were normalized 
to the 99th percentile, thereby scaling marker intensities be-
tween 0 and 1. Leiden clustering was then used to identify 
cell populations present in the IMC data, which were then 
manually annotated based upon known patterns of marker 
expression corresponding to known cell types—Schwann 
cells, macrophages, vascular cells or T-cells, with unidentifi-
able populations labelled as ‘other’. In some cases, Leiden 
clusters were merged if they identified the same underlying 
biological cell populations. The resulting biological popula-
tions and expression of individual markers were then visua-
lized on a UMAP projection of the data. Populations were 
then spatially mapped to their location in the tissue for 
each region of interest.

Statistical analysis
When assessing NF2-SWN VS RNA expression relative to 
sporadic VS in the three publicly available Affymetrix data-
sets, P-values were adjusted for multiple comparisons using 
the Benjamini–Hochberg method to control for false discovery 
rate (FDR).38 Genes were considered to be DEGs if the 
FDR-adjusted P-value was ≤0.01 with a fold change of ≥2 
or ≤−2. The normality of distributions of relative RNA expres-
sion in GSE108524, GSE54934 and GSE141801 was deter-
mined by the Shapiro–Wilk test. Subsequently, a parametric 
two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni ad-
justment for multiple comparisons was used and statistical sig-
nificance was considered when P ≤ 0.05.

For functional enrichment analysis, significantly dysregu-
lated canonical pathways were determined when compared 
to the Ingenuity Pathway Knowledge Base by using a right- 
tailed Fisher’s exact test for P-value generation and z-score 
for the predicted activity or inactivity of the pathways.

For the predicted cell type proportions derived from 
CIBERSORTx, the normality of distribution of the data 
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was determined by the Shapiro–Wilk test. Subsequently, the 
Mann–Whitney U test with the Benjamini–Hochberg meth-
od to control for FDR was applied to all three datasets.38

Statistical significance was considered when FDR-corrected 
P ≤ 0.05.

In qPCR analysis, normality of the distribution of RNA 
expression relative to sporadic VS was determined by the 
Shapiro–Wilk test followed by a parametric two-way 
ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustment. Statistical significance 
was considered at P ≤ 0.05.

For Hyperion IMC, the normality of distribution of cell 
abundance data for NF2-SWN and sporadic samples was de-
termined by the Shapiro–Wilk test. Subsequently, a paramet-
ric two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustment for 
multiple comparisons was used with statistical significance 
at P ≤ 0.05.

Results
Vestibular schwannoma is enriched 
for immune gene expression 
compared to vestibular nerve
In order to compare gene expression profiles of NF2-SWN 
and sporadic VS compared to control vestibular nerve sam-
ples, DEG analysis was performed on three publicly avail-
able datasets: GSE54934, GSE108524 and GSE141801. 
Derived from the Schwann cells myelinating the eighth cra-
nial nerve, VS have the same anatomical location and poten-
tial for immune interaction as the control nerve. However, as 
determined from datasets GSE54934, GSE108524 and 
GSE141801, both NF2-SWN and sporadic VS have different 
gene expression profiles compared to vestibular nerve. For 
example, when comparing the gene expression profiles of 
sporadic VS against nerve in GSE54934, GSE108524 and 
GSE141801, there were 968 (4.9%), 5083 (29%) and 
1938 (10%) DEGs in sporadic VS compared to nerve, re-
spectively (Fig. 1A–C). For NF2-SWN VS compared to ves-
tibular nerve, a lower but still notable number of DEGs 
were observed with 446 (2.2%), 798 (4.6%) and 1612 
(8.3%) DEGs in datasets GSE54934, GSE108524 and 
GSE141801, respectively (Fig. 1D–F).

Despite the lower number of DEGs in NF2-SWN, functional 
enrichment analysis in IPA revealed a robust overlap in signifi-
cantly enriched functional pathways between NF2-SWN and 
sporadic VS when compared against nerve (Fig. 1G–I). The 
top 10 enriched canonical signalling pathways in NF2-SWN 
and sporadic VS, as indicated by their P-values, display strong 
similarity of the enriched pathways in the VS samples 
(Fig. 1J). Across the three datasets, there was a strong represen-
tation of genes in pathways related to immune cell function, ex-
travasation and adhesion (Fig. 1J). This was highlighted by the 
neuroinflammation signalling pathway and tumour micro-
environment pathway in both NF2-SWN and sporadic VS 
displaying high predicted activation of genes related to 

proliferation of tumour-associated macrophages, angiogenesis, 
inflammation and T-cell immunity when compared to nerve in 
GSE141801 and GSE108524. Interestingly, in all three data-
sets, fibrosis-related pathways and the axonal guidance signal-
ling pathway were enriched in both NF2-SWN and sporadic 
VS when compared against nerve. This was likely due to an in-
creased expression of proteins involved with cell adhesion ob-
served in the pathway in IPA, such as the semaphorins, 
integrins and cell adhesion molecules linked to immune cell re-
cruitment and extravasation, rather than in axonal guidance.

Additionally, to explore the gene expression of tumour 
microenvironment signatures, a panel of genes determined 
from the literature and IPA’s ‘Molecules’ function to represent 
Schwann cells,39,40 vasculature41,42 and immune cells43–47

were assessed in nerve, NF2-SWN VS and sporadic VS. 
Across all three datasets, gene expression associated with im-
mune cell lineage was more highly expressed in sporadic and 
NF2-SWN VS compared to nerve (Fig. 1K). Overall, when 
comparing NF2-SWN and sporadic VS against nerve samples, 
the similarities in immune-related signalling pathways and gene 
expression imply a rich immune component to the tumour 
microenvironment in both NF2-SWN and sporadic VS.

Sporadic and NF2-SWN VS have 
highly conserved gene expression 
profiles
After comparing NF2-SWN and sporadic VS against nerve, a 
direct comparison of the NF2-SWN and sporadic VS was 
undertaken. NF2-SWN and sporadic VS samples overlapped 
strongly according to principal component 1 in principal 
component analysis (Fig. 2A–C). The divide in cases and ex-
perimental outliers seen in Fig. 1A–C likely relates to experi-
mental variability but was not due to batch effects for 
analysis. Furthermore, very few significant DEGs existed be-
tween NF2-SWN compared to sporadic VS (Fig. 2D–F). 
Firstly, out of the 20 004 genes in GSE54934, 9 (0.055%) 
genes had significantly different expression compared to 
sporadic VS (Fig. 2D). Secondly in GSE108524, from the to-
tal 17 264 genes assessed, 543 (3.1%) genes were significant 
DEGs in NF2-SWN VS (Fig. 2E). Finally, of the 19 437 genes 
investigated in GSE141801, only 199 (1.0%) genes were sig-
nificant DEGs in NF2-SWN VS compared to sporadic VS 
(Fig. 2F).

Importantly, there were no conserved DEGs when com-
paring NF2-SWN and sporadic VS across the three datasets, 
indicating the gene expression profile proposed to distin-
guish these VS was inconsistent. However, two datasets 
GSE108524 and GSE141801 did display nine shared 
DEGs (Fig. 2G, annotated in Fig. 2E and F, respectively). 
Interestingly, one gene—dual-specificity phosphatase 8 
(DUSP8)—was not significant in GSE54934 but was signifi-
cantly downregulated in GSE108524 and significantly upre-
gulated in GSE141801 (Fig. 2E and F), reinforcing the gene 
expression profile inconsistency between the three datasets. 
As no significant IPA pathway contained more than one of 
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the nine genes, they only accounted for a very small percent-
age of the total genes within the pathways, and therefore, the 
nine genes were unlikely to represent a biologically relevant 
difference between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS (Fig. 2H).

These data displayed in Fig. 2D–H signify that when each 
dataset is taken individually, DEG profiles can be ascertained 
for NF2-SWN and sporadic VS; however, by comparing 
these expression profiles, there are numerous differences in 
DEGs between datasets which display inconsistency. This 
lack of congruency in the DEG profile between datasets 
GSE54934, GSE108524 and GSE141801 was continued in 
functional enrichment analyses using IPA (Supplementary 
Fig. 2A–C), where there was little overlap in the predicted ca-
nonical pathways significantly different between NF2-SWN 
and sporadic VS (Supplementary Fig. 2D).

Together, these bulk transcriptomic data display very few 
common DEGs and pathways between the three data sets, 
suggesting that there is no distinct biological difference be-
tween NF2-SWN and sporadic VS. Thus, these data infer a 
broad similarity in gene expression and signalling pathways 
between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS.

Sporadic and NF2-SWN VS comprise 
similar tumour microenvironment 
components
Single-cell data from three sporadic VS published by Xu et al. 
(2022)32 were used to identify immune abundance as well as 
create a novel CIBERSORTx signature matrix for deconvol-
ving bulk RNA expression data (Fig. 3A).24 These single-cell 
data display heterogeneity between samples, which on aver-
age were primarily composed of 30% Schwann cells and 
51% macrophages (Fig. 3B and C). Using the novel signature 
matrix derived from the single-cell data, bulk expression 
data from the three Affymetrix microarray datasets 
GSE54934, GSE108524 and GSE141801 were deconvolved 
by CIBERSORTx to investigate the cell type composition 
within the tumour microenvironment. Across the three 
datasets and in every sample assessed, Schwann cells and 
macrophages were predicted to be of highest abundance 
(Fig. 3D–F), averaging between 40–61% and 36–59% in 
sporadic VS and 42–58% and 35–57% in NF2-SWN VS, re-
spectively (Fig. 3G). There were no statistically significant 
differences in the relative estimated abundances of immune 
cell types between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS for any of 
the eight cell types detected in datasets GSE54934 and 
GSE108524 (Fig. 3H and I). However, in dataset GSE141801, 
macrophages were less abundant in NF2-SWN compared 
to sporadic VS but NF2-SWN VS were found to have a sig-
nificantly greater proportion of T-cells (Fig. 3J). Again, 
these data highlight differences between the published data-
sets GSE54934, GSE108524 and GSE141801 but suggest 
no clear difference between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS, 
with similar estimated abundances of cell types within the 
tumour predominantly composed of Schwann cells and 
macrophages.

As macrophages were predicted to be the most abundant 
immune cell type in both NF2-SWN and sporadic VS in da-
tasets GSE54934, GSE108524 and GSE141801, the RNA 
expression of markers associated with leukocyte function 
and polarization towards pro- or anti-inflammatory macro-
phage states were investigated (Fig. 3K–M). There was no 
significant difference in expression of the general myeloid 
marker gene CD68 in the three datasets between 
NF2-SWN and sporadic VS. Genes associated with a 
pro-inflammatory tumour microenvironment included 
TNF, IL6, IL18, NLRP3, IL1B and CASP1 which were 
also comparable between sporadic and NF2-SWN VS sam-
ples. However, solely in dataset GSE108524, there was a sig-
nificant difference in anti-inflammatory macrophage marker 
genes CD163 and MRC1, which exhibited increased expres-
sion in NF2-SWN VS over their sporadic counterparts 
(Fig. 3L). This difference was not found in datasets 
GSE54934 and GSE141801 (Fig. 3K and M). These findings 
were directly assessed and validated in a new sample cohort 
using qPCR, which also identified no significant differences 
between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS (Fig. 3N). Taken to-
gether, the bulk transcriptomic expression and deconvolved 
cell abundance data followed by qPCR indicate a broad simi-
larity between the composition of the immune cell compart-
ments and macrophage polarization in both NF2-SWN and 
sporadic VS.

Hyperion IMC confirms the tumour 
microenvironment predominantly 
comprises Schwann cells and 
macrophages
After the prediction of a high level of macrophage infiltration 
in sporadic and NF2-SWN VS tumours from bulk transcrip-
tomic data, the cell type abundance was validated with 
Hyperion IMC, which also provided insight into the spatial 
organisation of VS. Both sporadic and NF2-SWN VS dis-
played regions of abnormal vasculature, recognized by 
SMA expression, as well as broad S100B expression for 
Schwann cells (Fig. 4A). Tumour-associated macrophages 
indicated by Iba1 staining were found in cases of both diffuse 
tissue infiltration and vascular-associated niches at high le-
vels in NF2-SWN and sporadic VS, identifying tumour 
microenvironment heterogeneity within each VS sample.

Cell populations were segmented and clustered based on 
marker expression patterns of T-cell, macrophage, Schwann 
cell and vascular markers, with unidentifiable populations la-
belled as ‘Other’ (Fig. 4B). The T-cells present within both 
NF2-SWN and sporadic VS strongly expressed CD8a and 
CD3, macrophages expressed Iba1 and CD68, Schwann cells ex-
pressed S100B and vasculature expressed SMA. Dimensionality 
reduction of the marker expression assessed in Fig. 4B displayed 
close clustering of single cells within each group (Fig. 4C). 
Furthermore, the quantification of the absolute abundance of 
single cells and relative abundance of the cell type populations de-
termined that macrophages and Schwann cells define the bulk of 
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Figure 1 Sporadic and NF2-schwannomatosis (NF2-SWN) vestibular schwannoma (VS) are enriched in immune-related 
pathways and immune gene expression compared to healthy vestibular nerve. All data acquired from GSE54934, GSE108524 and 
GSE141801 are available from Gene Expression Omnibus. GSE54934 included control vestibular and eighth cranial nerve n = 2, sporadic VS n = 28 
and NF2-SWN VS n = 3. GSE108524 included control vestibular nerve n = 4, sporadic VS n = 10 and NF2-SWN VS n = 17. GSE141801 included 
control vestibular nerve n = 7, sporadic VS n = 45 and NF2-SWN VS n = 13. (A–F) Volcano plots identified numerous differentially expressed 
genes (DEGs) either up or downregulated in sporadic VS (A–C) or NF2-SWN VS (D–F) compared to nerve samples. P ≤ 0.01 with fold change of 
≤−2 or ≥2. (G–I) The number of overlapping signalling pathways identified in NF2-SWN and sporadic VS compared to nerve using Ingenuity 
Pathway Analysis (IPA) ‘Core Analysis’. P ≤ 0.05. (J) Overlap between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS compared to nerve within and between datasets 
when assessing the top 10 pathways by significance (lowest P-values). z-score for predicted activity of the pathway. (K) Gene expression 
associated with Schwann cell, vasculature and immune cell profiles determined using IPA and literature search was assessed in NF2-SWN VS, 
sporadic VS and healthy nerve. One-minus Pearson correlation for hierarchical clustering. Genes named by Human Gene Nomenclature. Not 
significant (NS); cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB); epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT).
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cells in the regions of interest of NF2-SWN and sporadic VS sam-
ples (Fig. 4D and E). Importantly, there were no significant differ-
ences in the absolute or relative abundances of the cell 
populations between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS. This observa-
tion was true across NF2-SWN and sporadic VS samples, with 
both comprising an average of 49% Schwann cells, as well as 
31% and 36% macrophages, respectively (Fig. 4F).

Computational spatial mapping of the annotated single 
cells within the region of interest aligned well with the mark-
er staining in Fig. 4A, thus validating the single-cell 

segmentation into distinct cell types (Fig. 4G). These data re-
inforced that the prominent macrophage infiltration resulted 
in dense macrophage-rich areas in both NF2-SWN and spor-
adic VS. Furthermore, the presence of T-cells in immune-rich 
niches was observed in both NF2-SWN and sporadic VS, 
indicating the similarities in their tumour immune 
microenvironments.

Together, the high level of S100B and Iba1 staining, as 
well as the subsequent quantification of cell type abundances 
identified using Hyperion IMC, confirms the strong Schwann 

Figure 2 NF2-schwannomatosis (NF2-SWN) compared with sporadic vestibular schwannoma (VS) display similarity in gene 
expression and signalling pathways. GSE54934, GSE108524 and GSE141801 datasets were available from Gene Expression Omnibus. 
GSE54934 included control vestibular and eighth cranial nerve n = 2, sporadic VS n = 28 and NF2-SWN VS n = 3. GSE108524 included control 
vestibular nerve n = 4, sporadic VS n = 10 and NF2-SWN VS n = 17. GSE141801 included control vestibular nerve n = 7, sporadic VS n = 45 and 
NF2-SWN VS n = 13. (A–C) Principal component analyses (PCA) for dimensionality reduction display a strong overlap of NF2-SWN and sporadic 
VS samples by principal component 1 (PC1). (D–F) Volcano plots visualising the differentially expressed genes (DEG) between NF2-SWN and 
sporadic VS. (G) Overlap of DEGs between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS across the three datasets. The nine overlapping DEGs between 
GSE108524 and GSE141801 are annotated on the volcano plots (E and F). (H) Ingenuity Pathway Analysis ‘Core Analysis’ of the nine overlapping 
genes in (G). P-value ≤0.05 and z-score for predicted activity of the pathway. Abbreviations: thyroid hormone receptor/retinoid X receptor (TR/ 
RXR), thimet oligopeptidase 1 (THOP1).
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Figure 3 Schwann cells and macrophages are the most abundant cell types in sporadic and NF2-related schwannomatosis 
(NF2-SWN) vestibular schwannoma (VS). (A, C) Workflow for the use of single-cell RNA data (sporadic VS n = 3) published by Xu et al. 
(2022)32 available at National Omics Data Encyclopaedia accession code OEP001871 used (A) to identify relative cell abundance (B, C) and create 
new CIBERSORTx signature matrix.24 All data acquired from GSE54934, GSE108524 and GSE141801 available from Gene Expression Omnibus. 
GSE54934 included control vestibular and eighth cranial nerve n = 2, sporadic VS n = 28 and NF2-SWN VS n = 3. GSE108524 included control 
vestibular nerve n = 4, sporadic VS n = 10 and NF2-SWN VS n = 17. GSE141801 included control vestibular nerve n = 7, sporadic VS n = 45 and 
NF2-SWN VS n = 13. (D–G) Relative estimated abundance of cell populations by bulk RNA expression deconvolution (D–F) and mean estimated 
abundance across all three datasets (G). (H–J) Relative estimated abundance of each cell population in each of the three datasets. (K–M) The 
expression of macrophage marker genes between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS in each of the three datasets. (N) Quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis 
of macrophage marker gene expression between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS in an additional cohort of VS (n = 4 NF2-SWN and n = 15 sporadic 
VS). Relative RNA expression was calculated using the 2−ΔΔCt method normalizing to the expression of the housekeeping gene GNB2L1. 
Normality of the distributions of abundance and RNA expression relative to sporadic VS were determined by the Shapiro–Wilk test followed by 
multiple Mann–Whitney U test with Benjamini–Hochberg adjustment or a parametric two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustment, respectively. 
Statistical significance P ≤ 0.05 (*) and P ≤ 0.01 (**).
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cell and macrophage signatures identified using bulk tran-
scriptomics in NF2-SWN and sporadic VS, as well as the 
similarities in tumour microenvironment components be-
tween these tumours.

Discussion
The tumour microenvironment of VS contains heteroge-
neous regions of proliferative Schwann cells, abnormal vas-
culature, and tumour-infiltrating immune cells that 
promote immune-suppressive niches in regions of increased 
VS growth.10 Currently, immune-targeted therapeutics for 
VS treatment remain elusive with no clinical trials yet under-
way. However, promising drug targets are emerging such as 
COX-2,10,48 IL-1β, NLRP343,49 and CSF1R50,51 for tumour- 
associated macrophages and the PD-1/PDL1 axis for 
T-cells.20 By assessing and contrasting key components of 
the tumour microenvironment of sporadic and NF2-SWN 
VS, this study aimed to compare the broad immune land-
scape of these tumours. As such, this study provides insight 
into the possibility of common treatments between patients 
with either NF2-SWN or sporadic VS, such that 
co-recruitment of both patient groups to clinical trials would 
be a reasonable approach. Likewise, evidence from one 
group of patients may be extrapolated to the other. Using 
bulk transcriptomic analyses and cellular deconvolution, fol-
lowed by confirmation with the first use of high-dimensional 
Hyperion IMC in VS, this study identified a robust similarity 
between the tumour immune microenvironments of 
NF2-SWN and sporadic VS. Given the relative rarity of 
NF2-SWN compared with sporadic VS, this similarity could 
be used to carry out studies on the higher numbers of sporad-
ic VS and, if potential efficacy is demonstrated, apply new 
and much needed treatment options in NF2-SWN. It is note-
worthy that bevacizumab is now a standard treatment for 
schwannomas in NF2-SWN despite never being the subject 
of clinical trial.52 This was based on the urgent clinical 
need for new treatment. Clinical efficacy was subsequently 
demonstrated. This strong clinical need remains in 
NF2-SWN, and therefore, there is great potential for the ra-
pid translation of a potential new drug to the clinical scen-
ario, as occurred with bevacizumab. The similarity of 
tumour immune microenvironments allows the potential 
for any new drugs shown to be effective in NF2-SWN VS 
to be rolled out to sporadic VS.

When comparing NF2-SWN and sporadic VS to control 
nerve, this study determined S100 family and multiple fibro-
sis–related signalling pathways indicating the involvement of 
Schwann cells and fibroblasts in tumorigenesis. Close cell– 
cell interaction between Schwann cells and fibroblasts has 
been noted in VS and various cancers, with fibroblasts known 
to promote tumour growth by releasing growth factors and 
extensively secreting extracellular matrix components thus 
increasing the fibrotic nature of the VS tumour microenviron-
ment.32,53,54 Importantly, this study identified no difference 
in the relative estimated abundance of fibroblasts between 

NF2-SWN and sporadic VS predicted by bulk RNA deconvo-
lution, nor in the abundance of Schwann cells between these 
tumours by deconvolution and IMC.

In this study, both NF2-SWN and sporadic VS had upre-
gulated immune-related gene expression, as well as pathways 
involving leukocyte recruitment and activation, which, in 
sporadic VS, has previously been linked to longer durations 
of clinical symptoms and tumour growth.15,55 The similarity 
in these signatures between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS al-
ludes to an equivalent aetiology in these VS tumours driven 
by neuroinflammatory signalling. Leukocytes predicted to 
be present in the VS tumour immune microenvironment 
included mast cells and neutrophils, which were predicted 
to be few in number but have been found to correlate 
with tumour growth in cancer.56,57 For VS, a high 
neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) in the blood of pa-
tients with VS is predictive of VS growth,58 indicating that 
the relative abundance of immune components within VS tu-
mours may be more predictive of growth than the absolute 
abundance of certain populations.

Additionally, the present study identified T-cells within the VS 
tumour microenvironment, with no difference in relative abun-
dance between NF2-SWN and sporadic samples. However, in 
a previous semi-quantitative immunohistochemical study by 
Tamura et al.,14 a difference in specific subtypes of T-cells, such 
as CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells, has been established between 
NF2-SWN and sporadic VS. Although no differences were en-
riched in T-cell–related pathways or in the abundance of T-cells 
in VS tissue in the present study, this highlights a need for a 
more complete T-cell characterization study in VS. This would 
be beneficial as T-cell–mediated responses may augment inflam-
mation within the tumour microenvironment, where T-cell cyto-
toxicity has been shown to mediate pyroptotic cell death in vitro 
and in vivo in solid tumour mouse models, further inducing 
leukocyte recruitment.59 Hence, characterizing the roles of 
T-cells within the tumour microenvironment of VS tumours 
may yield anti-inflammatory therapeutic avenues for inhibition 
or augmentation.

The most notable immune signature in the VS samples 
from published Affymetrix datasets was linked to macro-
phages, with similar signalling pathways and gene expres-
sion when compared against nerve. However, the immune 
microenvironment of NF2-SWN compared to sporadic VS 
has previously only been assessed using histological and 
comparative low-dimensional imaging studies, which linked 
an increased density of macrophages to VS growth using im-
munohistochemical staining.8,13 This present study takes an 
important step forward with orthogonal analyses, revealing 
consistently prominent macrophage populations in VS 
through both transcriptomics and the first use of high- 
dimensional IMC in VS. Here, macrophages were found to 
constitute one-third of the total cells within VS tumours 
from both NF2-SWN and sporadic patients. The importance 
of this highly abundant population was emphasized in a pre-
vious study by Lewis et al.,13 where macrophages were spe-
cifically identified to account for 50–70% of the proliferating 
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Figure 4 Macrophages are the most abundant immune cell type, forming niches with infiltrating T-cells in sporadic and 
NF2-schwannomatosis (NF2-SWN) vestibular schwannoma (VS). (A) Representative IMC images of S100B, Iba1, smooth muscle actin 
(SMA), CD8a and von Willebrand Factor (vWF) within sporadic and NF2-SWN VS. (B) Biological populations from n = 9 sporadic VS and n = 13 
NF2-SWN VS in IMC data identified using Leiden clustering (C) UMAP projections of the single-cell IMC data coloured with the biological 
populations (D). Absolute cell type abundances between sporadic and NF2-SWN VS tumours. (E, F) Relative abundance of cell types within each 
VS averaged for sporadic and NF2-SWN. (G) Spatial mapping of single cells annotated by population visualized in NF2-SWN and sporadic VS. 
Normality of distribution of cell type abundance was determined by the Shapiro–Wilk test. Subsequently, a parametric two-way ANOVA with 
Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons was used with statistical significance at P ≤ 0.05.
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cells within VS. This was reinforced in the Xu et al.32

scRNA-seq data, where the only cell cluster to express prolif-
erating markers TOP2A and MKI67 was macrophages.32

These studies indicate a highly active role of macrophages 
within the tumour microenvironment of VS.

Furthermore, Lewis et al.13 determined that the high dens-
ity of macrophage cells within the tumour microenvironment 
correlated with regions of vasculature and VS growth. In the 
present investigation, there were no significant differences in 
macrophage abundances in NF2-SWN and sporadic VS de-
termined by transcriptomics and imaging. Furthermore, the 
inflammatory profiles of these macrophages appear consist-
ent between NF2-SWN and sporadic tumours when vali-
dated by qPCR in an additional cohort of VS samples. 
These inflammatory profiles include markers such as IL-1β, 
NLRP3, IL-6 and vascular endothelial growth factor, which 
have been implicated in VS progression by driving inflamma-
tion and angiogenesis within VS in niches of high cell division 
and tumour growth.13,43,49,60 Here, vascular-related cell 
abundances and gene expression were found to be compar-
able between NF2-SWN and sporadic VS tumours, and 
upon imaging, VS tissue showed similar niches of perivascu-
lar and diffuse tumour-associated macrophages. As such, the 
anti-vascular endothelial growth factor monoclonal anti-
body bevacizumab, used for the treatment of VS, may have 
dual functionality by reducing angiogenesis in NF2-SWN pa-
tients and therefore supressing tumour-associated macro-
phage infiltration, modifying the immunosuppressive 
microenvironment and reducing tumour growth in the peri-
vascular regions determined in this study.13

In addition to VS tumour growth, macrophages have also 
been linked to sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) in people 
with VS, which severely negatively impacts the quality of 
life experienced by these patients.61,62 Several studies dem-
onstrate that the extent of SNHL in VS patients does not cor-
relate with tumour volume, instead correlating with 
macrophage infiltration and inflammation during SNHL 
progression.10,61,63 Additionally, SNHL is increased in the 
contralateral ears of those with unilateral VS compared to 
the general population indicating the importance of systemic 
tumour-secreted inflammatory agents.64 Proinflammatory 
markers such as NLRP3, IL-18 and IL-1β have been identi-
fied in the progression of SNHL, and in this study, both 
NF2-SWN and sporadic VS expressed these markers at 
similar levels, as identified across the three published tran-
scriptomic datasets and by qPCR.43,49 As such, immune- 
targeted therapeutics that reduce inflammatory signalling 
may concomitantly reduce the levels of SNHL experienced 
by both sporadic and NF2-SWN patients.

Overall, immune cells in the tumour immune microenvir-
onment of VS have been implicated in the pathogenesis and 
significant symptomatic burden experienced by both sporad-
ic and NF2-SWN VS patients. While importance lies in the 
individual contributions of immune cells to VS tumorigen-
esis, future studies into the interaction of these components 
within the tumour immune microenvironment of VS are like-
ly to provide a more complete insight into the mechanisms 

underlying VS pathogenesis. Thus, the immune compart-
ment of VS may provide strong candidates for therapeutic 
targeting, from whole cell populations, such as highly abun-
dant macrophages, to specific cell–cell interactions, inflam-
matory pathways and cytokines.

Conclusions
To conclude, the data generated in this study identify strong 
similarities in NF2-SWN and sporadic VS from their bulk 
transcriptomic profiles, enriched immune-related signalling 
pathways and overall abundances of tumour immune micro-
environment components. This provides evidence for the use 
of sporadic samples to investigate NF2-SWN VS and a foun-
dation for the hypothesis that immunotherapeutics may be 
equally effective in both sporadic and NF2-SWN VS tu-
mours. The high abundance of tumour-associated macro-
phages and presence of T-cells noted in this study promote 
these immune cells as potential immunotherapeutic avenues 
to modify the tumour immune microenvironment in order to 
reduce tumour growth and SNHL in patients with either 
NF2-SWN or sporadic VS.

Supplementary material
Supplementary material is available at Brain Communications 
online.
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